UNIVERSITY OF LETHBRIDGE

OPERAWORKSHOP

Under the direction of Dr. Sandra Stringer

PRESENTS

Sondheim: A Celebration!

December 9, 2022 | 7:30 pm | University Recital Hall
U of L Opera Workshop presents Sondheim: A Celebration!
December 9th, 2022
7:30pm University Recital Hall

Dr. Sandra Stringer – Director
Gregory Knight – Piano

**Sunday in the Park with George**

“Sunday”
Full Company

**Sweeney Todd the Demon Barber of Fleet Street**

“Green Finch and Linnet Bird”
Johanna: Holly Kletke

**Into the Woods**

“Giants in the Sky”
Jack: Devin Law

“On the Steps of the Palace”
Cinderella: Shelby Laycock

“Agony”
Cinderella’s Prince: Franz Faeld
Rapunzel’s Prince: Devin Law

“Moments in the Woods”
Baker’s Wife: Paisley Perrett

“Children Will Listen”
Witch: Nicole Amokwando

“Act I Finale”
Narrator: Olivia Earl
Florinda: Sophia Makela
Lucinda: Holly Kletke
Witch: Samantha Scott
Chorus: Full Company

**INTERMISSION**

**Company**

“Another Hundred People”
Marta: Samantha Scott

“Getting Married Today”
Amy: Zoe Pepper
Jenny: Elizabeth Holthe
Paul: Devin Law

“You Could Drive a Person Crazy”
Cathy: Shelby Laycock
April: Lydia Gangur-Powell
Marta: Noelle Kuntz

“Being Alive”
Robert: Franz Faeldo
Follies

“One More Kiss”  
Heidi: Sophia Makela

A Little Night Music

“The Glamorous Life”  
Frederika: Olivia Earl

“A Weekend in the Country”  
Petra: Zoe Pepper  
Anne: Olivia Earl  
Frederik: Franz Faeldo  
Charlotte: Paisley Perrett  
Carl-Magnus: Sophia Makela  
Henrik: Devin Law  
Chorus: Full Company

Roster of Singers

Nicole Amokwandoh  
Olivia Earl  
Franz Faeldo  
Lydia Gangur-Powell  
Elizabeth Holthe  
Holly Kletke  
Noelle Kuntz  
Tanner Lapointe  
Devin Law  
Shelby Laycock  
Sophia Makela  
Zoe Pepper  
Paisley Perrett  
Samantha Scott

Credits & Special Thanks

Amanda Berg, Faculty of Fine Arts Operations Manager
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